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These cause a problem that the expected heat cannot
be necessarily stably obtained .

HEAT GENERATING SYSTEM

cause .

The present invention has been made in view of the above

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to a heat generating system .
BACKGROUND ART

5

problem , and an object of the present invention is to propose
a heat generating system capable of stably obtaining heat
using the above -described heat- generating element cell that
may unstably generate the heat using a hydrogen storage
metal or a hydrogen storage alloy .

Recently , it has been announced that a heat generation
Solution to Problem
reaction occurs when an inside of a container provided with 10
heat-generating elements made ofpalladium (Pd ) is supplied
To solve the above - described problem , a heat generating
with deuterium gas and heated ( for example, see Non Patent
system of the present invention includes: a plurality of
Literature 1 and Non Patent Literature 2) .
The detailed mechanism of a heat generation phenomenon heat - generating element cells each of which generates
of generating excess heat (output enthalpy higher than input 15 excess heat using a hydrogen storage metal or a hydrogen
enthalpy ) using a hydrogen storage metal such as palladium storage alloy when hydrogen -based gas contributing to heat
(Pd ) or a hydrogen storage alloy such as palladium alloy has generation is supplied into a container; and an integrated
been discussed among researchers of each country. For control unit that controls the heat generation by heating each
example, it is also reported in Non Patent Literatures 3 to 6 of the heat- generating element cells and supplying the
that a heat generation phenomenon has occurred , and it can 20 hydrogen -based gas into each of the heat-generating element
be said the heat generation phenomenon is an actually cells , and makes an output recovery unit recover excess heat
occurring physical phenomenon . Since this heat generation output from each of the heat-generating element cells . The
phenomenenon causes excess heat generation , the excess heat integrated control unit controls the heat generation of the
can be used as an effective heat source if the heat generation heat-generating element cell that is not generating excess
25 heat, and further controls an excess heat output of the other
phenomenon can be controlled .
heat-generating element cell that is generating excess heat
CITATION LIST
by performing at least any of temperature adjustment of the
heat- generating element cell , supply control of the hydro
Non Patent Literature
gen -based gas into the heat-generating element cell , and
30 pressure control in the heat - generating element cell, thereby
Non Patent Literature 1 : A. Kitamura , et al., “ Anomalous increasing and /or maintaining the excess heat output from

effects in charging of Pd powders with high density the heat-generating element cell .
hydrogen isotopes ”, Physics Letters A 373 ( 2009) 3109
A heat generating system of the present invention
3112
includes: a plurality of heat-generating element cells each of
Non Patent Literature 2 : A.Kitamura, et al .,“ Brief summary 35 which generates excess heat using a hydrogen storage metal
of latest experimental results with a mass - flow calorim
or a hydrogen storage alloy when hydrogen -based gas
etry system for anomalous heat effect of nano -composite contributing to heat generation is supplied into a container ;
metals under D (H ) -gas charging” CURRENT SCIENCE , and an integrated control unit that controls the heat genera
tion by heating each of the heat - generating element cells and
VOL . 108 , NO . 4 , p . 589-593 , 2015
Non Patent Literature 3 : Y. Iwamura , T. Itoh , N. Gotoh and 40 supplying the hydrogen -based gas into each of the heat
I. Toyoda , Fusion Technology, Vol. 33 , p . 476-492 , 1998. generating element cells , and makes an output recovery unit
Non Patent Literature 4 : I. Dardik , et al., “ Ultrasonically recover excess heat output from each of the heat-generating
excited electrolysis Experiments at Energetics Technolo
element cells . The integrated control unit controls the heat
gies” , ICCF - 14 International Conference on Condensed generation of the heat-generating element cell that is gen
Matter Nuclear Science . 2008. Washington , D.C.
45 erating excess heat, and further controls an excess heat
Non Patent Literature 5: Y. ARATA and Yue- Chang output of the other heat- generating element cell that is not
ZHANG , “ Anomalous Difference between Reaction generating excess heat by performing at least any of tem
Energies Generated within D20 - Cell and H2O -Cell” , Jpn . perature adjustment of the heat-generating element cell,
supply control of the hydrogen -based gas into the heat
J. Appl. Phys. Vol. 37 ( 1998 ) pp . L 1274 -L 1276
Non Patent Literature 6 : F. Celani et al., “ Improved under- 50 generating element cell, and pressure control in the heat
standing of self -sustained , sub -micrometric multicompo
generating element cell, thereby promoting the excess heat
sition surface Constantan wires interacting with H , at high output from the heat- generating element cell .
temperatures : experimental evidence of Anomalous Heat
A heat generating system of the present invention
Effects” , Chemistry and Materials Research , Vol. 3 No. 12 includes : a plurality of heat-generating element cells each of
55 which generates excess heat using a hydrogen storage metal
(2013 ) 21
or a hydrogen storage alloy when an electrolytic solution
SUMMARY OF INVENTION
contributing to heat generation is supplied into a container ;
and an integrated control unit that controls the heat genera
tion by heating each of the heat - generating element cells and
60 supplying the electrolytic solution into each of the heat
In a heat - generating element cell using technologies dis
generating element cells, and makes an output recovery unit
closed Non Patent Literatures 1 to 6 in which heat is recover excess heat output from each of the heat-generating
generated using a hydrogen storage metal or a hydrogen element cells . The integrated control unit controls the heat
storage alloy, sometimes the occurrence probability of heat generation of the heat-generating element cell that is not
generation phenomenon is low . Even if the heat-generating 65 generating excess heat, and further controls an excess heat
element cell generates excess heat once , a phenomenon may output of the other heat-generating element cell that is
occur in which the excess heat is suddenly reduced by some generating excess heat by performing at least any of tem
Technical Problem
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4

perature adjustment of the heat- generating element cell,
generating element cell, and electrolytic voltage and current

element cells that are generating excess heat compensate for
insufficient amount of heat to be recovered , thereby capable
of stably obtaining heat using the heat -generating element

supply control of the electrolytic solution into the heat

control in the heat- generating element cell , thereby increas cells each of which generates heat using a hydrogen storage
ing and/or maintaining the excess heat output from the 5 metal or a hydrogen storage alloy.
According to the present invention , the supply position of
heat- generating element cell.
A heat generating system of the present invention the hydrogen -based gas to be supplied into the heat -gener
includes : a plurality of heat-generating element cells each of ating element cell is properly changed in accordance with a
which generates excess heat using a hydrogen storage metal heat generation state of the heat- generating element cell that
or a hydrogen storage alloy when an electrolytic solution 10 changes together with the elapse of time so that the excess
contributing to heat generation is supplied into a container ; heat is output, thereby capable of stably obtaining heat using
and an integrated control unit that controls the heat genera
the heat- generating element cell that generates heat using a
tion by heating each of the heat- generating element cells and hydrogen storage metal or a hydrogen storage alloy.
supplying the electrolytic solution into each of the heat
generating element cells , and makes an output recovery unit 15
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS
recover excess heat output from each of the heat-generating
element cells. The integrated control unit controls the heat
FIG . 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating an entire
generation of the heat -generating element cell that is gen configuration of a heat generating system according to the
erating excess heat, and further controls an excess heat present invention;
output of the other heat-generating element cell that is not 20 FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating a circuit configu
generating excess heat by performing at least any of tem
ration of a module control unit ;
perature adjustment of the heat- generating element cell,
FIG . 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating a configuration
supply control of the electrolytic solution into the heat of a heat-generating elementmodule ;
generating element cell, and electrolytic voltage and current
FIG . 4 is a graph showing a relationship among a hydro

control in the heat-generating element cell, thereby promot- 25 gen storage amount and a temperature of Pd, and a pressure ;

ing the excess heat output from the heat-generating element
A heat generating system of the present invention
includes: a heat- generating element cell that generates heat
using a hydrogen storage metal or a hydrogen storage alloy 30
when hydrogen -based gas contributing to heat generation is
supplied into the heat-generating element cell; a temperature
measurement unit that is provided to the heat-generating
element cell, and measures a temperature of an inside and /or
an outer wall of a container of the heat- generating element 35
cell ; a gas supply control unit that determines a supply
position of the hydrogen -based gas to be supplied into the
heat- generating element cell based on a measurement result
obtained from the temperature measurement unit ; and a gas
supply change unit that changes a supply position of the 40
hydrogen -based gas to be supplied into the heat generating
element cell to a supply position determined by the gas
cell .

supply control unit.
Advantageous Effect(s ) of Invention

According to the present invention, the heat generating

FIG . 5 is a graph showing output results ofheat generated
from the heat generating system provided with five heat
generating element cells ;
FIG . 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating a configuration
in which temperature measurement units are provided inside
the heat- generating element cell;
FIG . 7 is a schematic diagram illustrating an entire
configuration of a heat generating system when an electro
lytic solution is used as a hydrogen -based fluid contributing
to the heat generation ; and
FIG . 8 is a block diagram illustrating a circuit configu
ration of a module control unit when the electrolytic solution
is used as the hydrogen - based fluid contributing to the heat
generation .

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

Embodiments of the present invention will be described in
( 1) Entire Configuration of HeatGenerating System of the

detail based on the following drawings.
45

system controls the excess heat output from each of the
heat- generating element cells that generate excess heat as a
result of the heat generation reaction among the plurality of 50
heat- generating element cells, in order to increase and /or
maintain the excess heat output, and therefore even if the
other heat-generating element cells do not generate excess
heat due to insufficient heat generation reaction , the heat
generating element cells that are generating excess heat can 55
compensate for insufficient amount of heat to be recovered ,
thereby capable of stably obtaining heat using the heat
generating element cells each ofwhich generates heat using
a hydrogen storage metal or a hydrogen storage alloy .
According to the present invention, even if some heat- 60
generating element cells do not generate excess heat due to
insufficient heat generation reaction among the plurality of
heat -generating element cells , the heat generating system , as
the excess heat output control, tries to generate the heat
generation reaction to the heat-generating element cells that 65
is not generating excess heat to promote the excess heat
output, and further can control so that the heat- generating

Present Invention

As illustrated in FIG . 1 , a heat generating system 1 of the

present invention includes an integrated control unit 2 with
a microcomputer configuration including a CPU (Central
Processing Unit), a RAM (Random Access Memory ), a
ROM (Read Only Memory ), and the like that are not
illustrated . The heat generating system 1 has a configuration
in which the integrated control unit 2 is connected to :
module control units 3a , 3b , 3c, 3d , 3e that control heat
generating elementmodules 4a , 46 , 4c, 4d , 4e, respectively ;
a gas supply unit 6 that supplies hydrogen -based gas con
tributing to heat generation of a heat- generating element
cells 16 into each of the heat - generating element modules
4a , 45 , 46, 4d , 4e through a pipe 10 ; a gas recovery unit 7
that recovers the hydrogen -based gas from each of the
heat - generating element modules 4a , 45 , 46 , 4d , 4e through
a pipe 11 and feeds it to the gas supply unit 6 again ; a
thermal fluid circulation unit 17 that is provided to each of
the heat-generating elementmodules 4a , 46 , 4c, 4d , 4e; and
an output recovery unit 9 that recovers the heat output from
each of the heat-generating elementmodules 4a , 45 , 46 , 4d ,
4e through pipes 12a , 126 , 12c , 120, 12e, respectively .

US 10,641,525 B2
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The present embodiment describes a case in which since
one heat- generating element cell 16 is provided in each of
the heat- generating element modules 4a , 4b , 4c , 4d , 4e , a
total of five heat -generating element cells 16 are provided as
a plurality of heat-generating element cells, but the present
invention is not limited thereto . Two, three , ten , or other
various numbers of heat- generating element cells may be
applied .
The integrated control unit 2 totally may control the
module control units 3a , 3b , 3c, 3d , 3e that are provided to
the heat- generating elementmodules 4a, 46 , 40, 4d , 4e , the
gas supply unit 6 , the gas recovery unit 7 , the thermal fluid
circulation units 17 , and the output recovery unit 9, and
operate the entire heat generating system 1 so that the heat
recovery amount at the output recovery unit 9 is the largest
in the entire heat generating system 1.
The heat-generating element cell 16 placed in each of the
heat-generating element modules 4a , 45, 46 , 4d , 4e has a
container in which a hydrogen storagemetal such as Pd, Ni,
Pt, and Ti, or a hydrogen storage alloy containing at least one
of these elements is provided . When an interior of the
container is supplied with hydrogen -based gas and heated ,

based gas, pressure control in the heat- generating element
cell or the like , the excess heat output control being different
from the heat generation control, thereby increasing and /or
maintaining the excess heat output from the heat-generating
5 element cell so that the heat-generating element cell 16 that
is generating excess heat activates the heat generation reac
tion to compensates for insufficient amount ofheat thatmay
be generated by the heat- generating element cell 16 that is
not generating excess heat.
10 In the present embodiment, the module control units 3a ,
3b, 3c, 3d , 3e and the heat-generating elementmodules 4a ,
4b , 4c , 4d, 4e have the same configurations, respectively .
Therefore , the module control unit 3a and the heat - gener
ating element module 4a will be described below .
15 The hydrogen -based gas as fluid contributing to the heat
generation is heavy water gas, deuterium gas, lighthydrogen
gas , or light water gas, and may be properly changed in
accordance with a type of heat - generating element cell 16
placed in each of the heat-generating element modules 4a,
20 46, 4c, 4d , 4e .
The gas supply unit 6 supplies the hydrogen -based gas in
a storage tank (not illustrated ) and the hydrogen -based gas
received from the gas recovery unit 7 to each of the
heat-generating element modules 4a , 46 , 40, 4d , 4e in
25 accordance with an instruction from the integrated control
unit 2. In the heat-generating elementmodule 4a , peripheral
equipment 15 performs amount control of the hydrogen
based gas supplied to the heat-generating element cell 16 ,
selection of a supply position (height position ) atwhich the

the heat generation reaction occurs, thereby generating
excess heat.
Specifically, the heat- generating element cell 16 is a
heat- generating element cell using technologies that are
disclosed in Non Patent Literature 1, Non Patent Literature
2 , Non Patent Literature 6 , and InternationalPublication No.
WO 2015/008859 . A detailed configuration of an internal
structure is disclosed in Non Patent Literatures 1, 2 , 6 and 30
International Publication No. WO 2015/008859, and thus
the description thereof is duplicated and omitted .
Note that the present embodiment describes a case in
which the heat-generating element cell disclosed in Non
Patent Literatures 1, 2 , 6 and International Publication No. 35
WO 2015/008859 is used as the heat- generating element cell
that generates excess heat using the hydrogen storage metal
or the hydrogen storage alloy when the hydrogen -based gas
contributing to the heat generation is supplied into the
container, but the present invention is not limited thereto . If 40
excess heat can be generated using the hydrogen storage

metal or the hydrogen storage alloy when the hydrogen
based gas contributing to the heat generation is supplied into
the container , any configuration disclosed in the other vari
ous Non Patent Literatures and Patent Literatures may be 45
used as the heat-generating element cell.
The heat-generating element cell 16 assumes that excess
heat is generated in the heat-generating element cell 16 by
performing the heat generation control through each of the
heat- generating element modules 4a , 46 , 4c , 4d , 4e . How- 50
ever, in some heat - generating element cells 16 , the heat
generation reaction becomes sometimes unstable by some
cause, and some heat- generating element cells may not
generate excess heat.
As for the heat- generating element cells that do not 55
generate excess heat, the heat generation reaction does not
occur though optimal heat generation control is performed ,
of which the cause is sometimes unclear. Even if the supply
control of the hydrogen -based gas is changed at that point,
the heat generation reaction may be difficult to occur.
60
The heat generating system 1 according to the present
invention , while continuously controlling the heat genera
tion of the heat- generating element cell 16 that is not
generating excess heat , controls the excess heatoutputof the
heat - generating element cell 16 that is generating excess 65
heat by performing temperature adjustment of the heat
generating element cell, supply control of the hydrogen

hydrogen -based gas is supplied in the heat-generating ele

ment cell 16 , pressure control in the heat-generating element

cell 16 , heating temperature control of the heat- generating

element cell 16 , and the like in accordance with an instruc
tion from themodule control unit 3a , in order to control the
heat generation so that the heat-generating element cell 16
generates excess heat.
In the present embodiment, the module control unit 3a
receives an instruction determined by the integrated control

unit 2 in accordance with the heat generation states of the
heat- generating element cells 16 in the other heat-generating
element modules 4b , 40 , 4d , 4e , and makes the heat

generating element module 4a to be controlled perform a
predetermined operation with accordance with an instruc

tion from the integrated control unit 2 .
The peripheral equipment 15 provided in the heat-gener
ating element module 4a supplies the hydrogen -based gas
supplied from the gas supply unit 6 into the heat- generating
element cell 16 by a supply method in accordance with the
instruction from the module control unit 3a . The peripheral
equipment 15 feeds the hydrogen -based gas used in the
heat- generating element cell 16 from the inside of the
heat- generating element cell 16 to the gas recovery unit 7 to
circulate the hydrogen - based gas in the heat- generating
element cell 16. Note that the peripheral equipment 15
obtains an analysis result of gas generated in the heat
generating element cell 16 and transmits it as analysis data
to the corresponding module control unit 3a , for example .
When supplying the hydrogen -based gas into the heat
generating element cell 16 , the peripheral equipment 15 , for
example , controls a temperature of the hydrogen -based gas
to heat the inside of the heat-generating element cell 16 and
adjust the temperature in the heat - generating element cell
16 , thereby promoting the heat generation in the heat
generating element cell 16 .
In addition , the peripheral equipment 15 recovers the heat
generated from a container outer wall ofthe heat- generating
element cell 16 through thermal fluid , recovers the heat from
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the hydrogen -based gas discharged from the inside of the module control units 3a , 3b , 3c , 3d , 3e . For example, the
heat-generating element cell 16 , and outputs the heat to the integrated control unit 2 transmits a heat generation control
output recovery unit . At this time, the peripheral equipment instruction to the module control unit 3a having the heat
15 transmits the heat output from the heat-generating ele
generating elementcell 16 that is generating excess heat, and
ment cell 16 as output data to the corresponding module 5 on the other hand , transmits an excess heat output control
control unit . The module control unit 3a grasps how much instruction to the module control unit 3b having the heat
amount of heat is output from the heat- generating element generating element cell 16 that is not generating excess heat.
cell 16 based on the output data , and transmits the output
The heat-generating element state evaluation unit 21
data to the upper-layer integrated control unit 2. The inte receives
the heat generation control instruction or the excess
grated control unit 2 recognizes how much amount of heat 10 heat output
instruction generated by the integrated
is output from each heat - generating element module based control unit 2control
based
on
evaluation result, and controls the
on the output data received from each module control unit , heat -generating elementthemodule
4a through the gas supply
and issues the control instruction in accordance with the heat
control
unit
22
,
the
gas
temperature
control unit 23 , and the
output state of each heat-generating element cell 16 to be
heat
medium
flow
velocity
and
temperature
control unit 27
15
executed by the entire heat generating system 1.
on the control instruction .
The integrated control unit 2 receives the heat obtained by based
The gas supply control unit 22 makes a gas supply change
the entire heat generating system 1 from each heat-gener
ating element cell 16 as output data from the output recovery unit (described later ) provided in the peripheral equipment
unit 9 that recovers the heat from each heat-generating 15 in the heat- generating element module 4a operate based
element cell 16 , and recognizes how much amount of heat 20 on the instruction received from the heat -generating element
is output in the entire heat generating system 1.
state evaluation unit 21. For example , the gas supply control
The gas recovery unit 7 is provided with a circulation unit 22 changes a supply position of the hydrogen -based gas
pump and an impurity remover (not illustrated ). The circu
in the heat- generating element cell 16 , and increase or
lation pump recovers the hydrogen -based gas from each decrease an amount of the hydrogen -based gas supplied to
heat-generating element cell 16 , the impurity remover 25 the heat-generating element cell 16. The gas temperature
removes impurities generated in the hydrogen -based gas control unit 23 makes a gas temperature adjustment unit
used in each heat - generating element cell 16 from the ( described later) provided in the peripheral equipment 15 in
hydrogen -based gas, and then the circulation pump supplies the heat- generating element module 4a operate based on the
the hydrogen -based gas to the gas supply unit 6 .
instruction received from the heat- generating element state

The heat -generating element module 4a is provided with 30 evaluation unit 21. For example , the gas temperature control

the thermal fluid circulation unit 17. The thermal fluid

unit 23 adjusts a heating temperature of the hydrogen -based

16. The thermal fluid circulation unit 17 controls a flow

The heat medium flow velocity and temperature control

circulation unit 17 circulates thermal fluid used for recov
ering the heat output from the heat-generating element cell

gas to adjust a temperature in the heat-generating element
cell 16 .

velocity of the thermal fluid that circulates through the 35 unit 27 makes a thermal fluid temperature adjustment unit
container outer wall of the heat-generating element cell 16 , (described later ) provided in the peripheral equipment 15 in
in accordance with the instruction from the corresponding the heat-generating elementmodule 4a operate based on the

module control unit 3a , and adjusts a contact time between
the thermal fluid and the heat- generating element cell 16 in

accordance with the heat output state of the heat- generating 40
element cell 16 , thereby efficiently absorbing the heat
through the thermal fluid .
(2 ) Circuit Configuration of Module Control Unit
A circuit configuration of the module control unit 3a will
be described . As illustrated in FIG . 2, the module control 45
unit 3a includes a heat- generating element state evaluation
unit 21 with a microcomputer configuration including CPU ,
RAM , ROM and the like. The module control unit 3a has a
configuration in which the heat-generating element state
evaluation unit 21 is connected to : a gas supply control unit 50
22 ; a gas temperature control unit 23 ; a temperature distri
bution analysis unit 24 ; a generated gas type specifying unit
25 ; a output analysis unit 26 ; a heat medium flow velocity
and temperature control unit 27 ; and a hydrogen storage
amount estimation unit 28 .
55
The heat-generating element state evaluation unit 21
evaluates the heat output state of the heat - generating ele

instruction received from the heat-generating element state
evaluation unit 21, adjusts a temperature of the thermal fluid
that circulates around the container outer wall of the heat
generating element cell 16 to recover the heat, and adjusts
the temperature of the heat-generating element cell 16
through the thermal fluid . The heat medium flow velocity
and temperature control unit 27 makes a thermal fluid
circulation unit (described later ) provided in the peripheral
equipment 15 in the heat- generating element module 4a
operate based on the instruction received from the heat
generating element state evaluation unit 21 , and adjusts a
flow velocity of the thermal fluid that circulates around the
container outer wall of the heat- generating element cell 16 .
When receiving a measurement result of the temperature
of the heat-generating element cell 16 from a thermoelectric
conversion element (described later) provided in the heat
generating element cell 16 , the temperature distribution
analysis unit 24 estimates a heat generation temperature at
each portion of the heat-generating element cell 16. The
temperature distribution analysis unit 24 calculates a change

ture distribution analysis unit 24 , the generated gas type 60
specifying unit 25 , the output analysis unit 26 , the heat
medium flow velocity and temperature control unit 27 , and
the hydrogen storage amount estimation unit 28 , and trans
mits the evaluation result to the integrated control unit 2 .
Thus, the integrated control unit 2 determines whether 65
each heat- generating element cell 16 generates excess heat

and estimates a heat flow velocity generated in the heat
generating element cell 16 based on the change of heat
quantity . The temperature distribution analysis unit 24 trans
mits the estimation result of the temperature distribution in
the heat- generating element cell 16 and the estimation result
of the heat flow velocity in the heat-generating element cell
16 to the heat-generating element state evaluation unit 21,

ment cell 16 placed in the heat- generating element module
4a based on the analysis results obtained from the tempera

based on the evaluation result received from each of the

of heat quantity based on the temperature measurement
result received from the thermoelectric conversion element,

and reflects these estimation results to the controls ofthe gas
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supply control unit 22 , the gas temperature control unit 23 ,
and the heat medium flow velocity and temperature control
unit 27 .

In the present embodiment, the heat-generating element
state evaluation unit 21 stores a temperature at which it can 5
be estimated that the heat generation reaction does not occur,
as a lower limit temperature, and on the other hand , stores
a temperature at which it can be estimated that the heat
generation reaction occurs, as an upper limit temperature.
Thus, the heat -generating element state evaluation unit 21 10
estimates that the heat generation reaction occurs at which
portion of the heat- generating element cell 16 by comparing
the estimation result concerning the temperature obtained
from the temperature distribution analysis unit 24 with these
15
lower limit temperature and upper limit temperature .
The generated gas type specifying unit 25 specifies a type
of gas generated in the heat- generating element cell 16 based
on an analysis result received from a gas analyzer (described
later ) of the heat- generating elementmodule 4a , determines
whether the heat generation reaction occurs in the heat- 20

10

units are arranged in an array form along the container outer
wall of the heat- generating element cell 16 , to measure the
temperature of the heat - generating element cell 16 at a
portion where each of the thermoelectric conversion ele

ments 37, 38 , 39 is provided . In this case, the heat-gener

ating element cell 16 includes: a plurality of thermoelectric
conversion elements 37 that are provided in an upper
position of the heat-generating element cell 16 to surround

the container outer wall of the heat- generating element cell
16 ; a plurality of thermoelectric conversion elements 38 that
are provided in a middle position of the heat-generating
element cell 16 to surround the container outer wall of the
heat -generating element cell 16 ; and a plurality of thermo
electric conversion elements 39 that are provided in a lower
position of the heat -generating element cell 16 to surround
the container outer wall of the heat-generating element cell
16 , so that temperatures are measured at different height
positions on the heat-generating element cell 16 by the
thermoelectric conversion elements 37, 38 , 39.

generating element cell 16 depending on whether a specific
gas is generated by the heat generation reaction, and trans
mits the determination result to the heat-generating element
state evaluation unit 21. The output analysis unit 26 receives

The thermoelectric conversion elements 37 , 38 , 39 trans
mit the temperature measurement results of the heat- gener
ating element cell 16 to the temperature distribution analysis
unit 24 of the module control unit 3a so that the temperature

ment result, and transmits the determination result to the
heat- generating element state evaluation unit 21.

element cell 16 in accordance with the instruction from the

a heat output result from a heat recovery unit (described 25 distribution analysis unit 24 may detect a temperature dis
later) in the heat-generating elementmodule 4a , determines tribution that represents a temperature at each portion of the
whether the heat generation reaction occurs in the heat heat- generating element cell 16 .
generating element cell 16 based on the output result, and
The peripheral equipment 15 is provided with an upper
transmits the determination result to the heat-generating supply nozzle 35a , a middle supply nozzle 35b, and a lower
element state evaluation unit 21. When receiving a mea- 30
nozzle 35c that communicate with the gas supply unit
surement result of an electric resistance of the hydrogen supply
6
to
extend
-generating element cell 16. A gas
storage metal or the hydrogen storage alloy in the heat supply changeintounitthe31heat
is
provided
supply nozzle
generating element cell 16 , the hydrogen storage amount 35a , the middle supply nozzle 35bto ,theandupper
the
lower supply
estimation unit 28 determines a hydrogen storage amount of
the
hydrogen storage metal or the hydrogen storage alloy in 35 position
nozzle 35cof.theThehydrogen
gas supply-based
changegasunit
31
changes
a supply
into the heat- generating
the heat- generating element cell 16 based on the measure
gas supply control unit 22 of the module control unit 3a .

The hydrogen storage amount estimation unit 28 deter
Actually , the gas supply change unit 31 includes ; a valve
mines that the hydrogen storage amount of the hydrogen 40 31a provided in the upper supply nozzle 35a ; a valve 31b
storage metal or the hydrogen storage alloy in the heat provided in the middle supply nozzle 35b that is longer than
generating element cell 16 is small when the electric resis the upper supply nozzle 35a ; and a valve 31c provided in the
tance of the hydrogen storage metal or the hydrogen storage lower supply nozzle 35c that is longer than the middle
alloy is a preset prescribed value or higher, and determines supply nozzle 35b , for example , so that these valves 31a ,
that the hydrogen storage amount of the hydrogen storage 45 315, 31c may be controlled to be opened and closed to select
metal or the hydrogen storage alloy in the heat-generating a supply position of the hydrogen -based gas into the heat
element cell 16 is large when the electric resistance of the generating element cell 16. The gas supply change unit 31
hydrogen storage metal or the hydrogen storage alloy is adjusts the degree of opening of each of the valves 31a , 316 ,
lower than the preset prescribed value. Note that it is 31c , and controls the flow velocity and supply amount of the

preferred that the hydrogen storage amount of the hydrogen 50 hydrogen -based gas into the heat-generating elementcell 16 .
storage metal or the hydrogen storage alloy in the heat
When a heat-generating element provided in the heat
generating element cell 16 is large to reach the state where generating element cell 16 is made of a hydrogen storage
metal of Pd , for example , the gas supply change unit 31, as
the heat generation reaction occurs.
(3 ) Configuration of Heat-Generating Element Module
the heat generation control to cause the heat generation
A configuration of a heat-generating element module 55 reaction , opens the valve 31b and closes the other valves
controlled by the module control unit 3a will be described
below . In this case , as illustrated in FIG . 3 , the heat
generating elementmodule 4a includes the heat-generating
element cell 16 and the peripheral equipment 15. The

31a , 31c to supply the hydrogen -based gas from the middle
supply nozzle 35b that has a supply port located on a center
of the inside of the heat-generating element cell 16. Then ,
when the module control unit 3a determines that an upper
peripheral equipment 15 is operated in accordance with the 60 position of theheat -generating element cell 16 becomes high
instruction from themodule control unit 3a to cause the heat temperature and the excess heat generating position where

generation reaction in the heat-generating element cell 16
that is not generating excess heat or to further promote the
heat generation reaction generated in the heat -generating
element cell 16 .
65
In the present embodiment, the thermoelectric conversion
elements 37 , 38 , 39 serving as the temperature measurement

the heat generation reaction is occurring is the upper posi
tion , for example , the gas supply change unit 31 also opens
the valve 31a in addition to the valve 31b and keeps the other
valve 31c closed in accordance with the instruction from the
gas supply control unit 22, to also supply the hydrogen

based gas from the upper supply nozzle 35a that has a supply
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port of the hydrogen -based gas located at the nearest posi
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The peripheral equipment 15 is provided with a gas

tion to the upper position where the heat generation reaction recovery nozzle 41 that communicates with the gas recovery
is estimated to be occurring.
unit 7 to extend from the heat-generating element cell 16 ,
Thus, in the heat - generating element cell 16 ,more hydro
and a heat recovery unit 40 and a gas analyzer 43 are
gen -based gas is supplied to the upper position where the 5 provided to the gas recovery nozzle 41. The gas recovery
heat generation reaction is estimated to be occurring, to keep nozzle 41 discharges the hydrogen -based gas in the heat
the temperature in the heat- generating element cell 16 at an
generating element cell 16 from the inside of the heat
optimum temperature . Thus ,the hydrogen storage amount of generating element cell 16 to feed it to the gas recovery unit
the hydrogen storage metal or the hydrogen storage alloy on 7. Thus, in the heat- generating element cell 16 , a pressure
the upper position becomes large to thereby promote the heat 10 inside the container is adjusted by sucking the hydrogen
generation reaction .
based gas.
On the other hand, when the module control unit 3a
When the hydrogen -based gas heated in the heat-gener

determines that a lower position of the heat-generating ating element cell 16 that is generating excess heat is
element cell 16 becomes high temperature and the excess discharged from the inside of the heat-generating element
heat generating position where the heat generation reaction 15 cell 16 to the gas recovery unit 7, the heat recovery unit 40
is occurring is the lower position , for example , the gas takes heat from the hydrogen -based gas to thereby propagate
supply change unit 31 also opens the valve 31c in addition the heat obtained from the hydrogen -based gas to the output
to the valve 31b and keeps the other valve 31a closed in recovery unit 9. Note that the heat recovery unit 40 transmits
accordance with the instruction from the gas supply control an output recovery result that represents what degree of heat

unit 22 , to also supply the hydrogen -based gas from the 20 is recovered from the hydrogen -based gas, to the output

lower supply nozzle 35c that has a supply port of the analysis unit 26 of the module control unit 3a . When the
hydrogen - based gas located at the nearest position to the hydrogen -based gas is discharged from the inside of the
lower position where the heat generation reaction is esti heat- generating element cell 16 to the gas ecovery unit 7 ,
mated to be occurring. Thus, in the heat-generating element the gas analyzer 43 temporarily stores part of the hydrogen
cell 16 , more hydrogen -based gas is supplied to the lower 25 based gas therein , analyzes substances contained in the
position where the heat generation reaction is estimated to hydrogen -based gas, and transmits the analysis result to the
be occurring, and the hydrogen storage amount of the generated gas type specifying unit 25. Thus , the generated
hydrogen storage metal or the hydrogen storage alloy on the gas type specifying unit 25 specifies the substances con
lower position becomes large , to thereby promote the heat tained in the hydrogen -based gas by comparing the analysis
generation reaction .
30 result received from the gas analyzer 43 with the pre- stored
The present embodiment describes a case in which the gas feature data .
hydrogen -based gas is supplied from the upper supply
Note that in the heat-generating element cell 16 , a cylin
nozzle 35a or the lower supply nozzle 35c that has a supply drical circulating passage 17a is provided to be wound
port located near the excess heat generating position where around the container outer wall , and a thermal fluid such as
the heat generation reaction is estimated to be occurring in 35 water flows through the circulating passage 17a . The ther
the heat -generating element cell 16 , but the present inven
mal fluid circulates from the thermal fluid circulation unit
tion is not limited thereto . The hydrogen - based gas may be 17 , and takes heat from the heat- generating element cell 16
supplied from all of the upper supply nozzle 35a, the middle by contacting with the heat -generating element cell 16 ,
supply nozzle 35b , and the lower supply nozzle 35c to the thereby capable of recovering the heat.
heat - generating element cell 16 in which the heat generation 40 The peripheral equipment 15 is provided with a heating
unit 44 that heats such thermal fluid and a heat recovery unit
reaction is estimated to be occurring .
The peripheral equipment 15 includes, in addition to such 45 that takes the heat from the thermal fluid and outputs the
gas supply change unit 31, a gas temperature adjustment unit heat to the output recovery unit 9. The heating unit 44 is
32 that is provided to the upper supply nozzle 35a , the provided at a position before the thermal fluid contacts with
middle supply nozzle 35b , and the lower supply nozzle 35c. 45 the heat-generating element cell 16 , and heats the thermal
The gas temperature adjustment unit 32 heats the hydrogen
fluid before the thermal fluid contacts with the heat- gener
based gas supplied into the heat- generating element cell 16 ating element cell 16 in accordance with an instruction from
in accordance with the instruction from the gas supply the heat medium flow velocity and temperature control unit
control unit 22 of the module control unit 3a , to adjust the 27 to thereby heat the heat-generating element cell 16 .
50
The heat recovery unit 45 is provided at a position after
temperature in the heat- generating element cell 16 .
Actually, the gas temperature adjustment unit 32 includes ; the thermal fluid contacts with the heat- generating element
a heating unit 32a provided in the upper supply nozzle 35a; cell 16 , takes heat from the thermal fluid heated in the
a heating unit 32b provided in the middle supply nozzle 35b ; heat-generating element cell 16 that is generating excess
and a heating unit 32c provided in the lower supply nozzle heat to thereby propagate the heat thus obtained to the output
35c, for example , so that the gas temperature adjustment unit 55 recovery unit 9. Note that the heat recovery unit 45 transmits
32 controls the heating of these heating units 32a , 32b , 320 an output recovery result that represents what degree of heat
to heat the hydrogen -based gas supplied into the heat
is recovered from the thermal fluid , to the output analysis
generating element cell 16 at a predetermined temperature . unit 26 of the module control unit 3a .
In this case , the gas temperature adjustment unit 32
In the present embodiment, higher hydrogen concentra
operates only the heating units 32a, 325 , 32c provided to the 60 tion in the hydrogen storage metal or the hydrogen storage
upper supply nozzle 35a , the middle supply nozzle 35b and alloy provided in the heat- generating element cell 16 tends
the lower supply nozzle 35c that are used to supply the to easily cause the heat generation reaction in the heat
hydrogen -based gas into the heat- generating element cell 16 generating element cell 16 , and the probability of generating
among the upper supply nozzle 35a , the middle supply excess heat can be considered to be high . The peripheral
nozzle 35b and the lower supply nozzle 35c to heat the 65 equipment 15 controls supply of the hydrogen -based gas
hydrogen -based gas supplied into the heat- generating ele
into the heat-generating element cell 16 , a temperature in the
ment cell 16 .

heat -generating element cell 16 , and a pressure in the
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heat-generating element cell 16 , thereby capable of increas
ing the hydrogen concentration in the hydrogen storage
metal or the hydrogen storage alloy provided in the heat
generating element cell 16 , further promoting the heat
generation reaction in the heat- generating element cell 16 , 5

FIG . 5 is a graph showing a relationship between time and
a heat output in the heat generating system 1 provided with
five heat-generating element cells 16 as an example. In FIG .
5 , results of heat outputs from first to fifth heat-generating
element cells 16 are indicated by curves H1 to H5 , and the
total of heat outputs from these five heat- generating element
and increasing or maintaining the excess heat output from cell
16 is indicated by a curve H6 as a result of a heat output
the heat- generating element cells .
heat generating system 1.
FIG . 4 is a graph showing a hydrogen concentration of in Inthethisentire
case
, the heat generating system 1 is provided with
palladium (Pd ) that can be used as the hydrogen storage
metal provided in the heat-generating element cell 16. FIG . 10 the
heat
generating
element cells 16 each ofwhich generates
heat by the heat generation reaction that are disclosed
4 shows a relationship between a temperature and a hydro inexcess
Non Patent Literature 1, Non Patent Literature 2 , Non
gen concentration of Pd when pressures in the inside of the Patent
Literature 6 , and International Publication No. WO
container is 0.5 [ atom ), 1.0 [atom ), 1.5 [atom ], and 2.0 2015/008859
. Thus, the heat output from each of the heat
[ atom ), respectively . For example , when from a case where 15 generating element
16 is unstable as shown by the
the temperature is about 130 ° C. at a pressure of 0.5 [atom ] curves H1 to H5 , andcells
therefore expected heat output results
and the hydrogen concentration of Pd is about 0.5 [ H /Pd ] may not be obtained .
( indicated by P1 in FIG . 4 ), the pressure is increased to 1.5
In the heat-generating element cells 16 using the heat
[atom ] without changing the temperature, the hydrogen generation reaction that are disclosed in Non Patent Litera
concentration of Pd is increased to about 0.65 [ H /Pd ] 20 ture 1, Non Patent Literature 2, Non Patent Literature 6 , and

( indicated by P2 in FIG . 4 ). On the other hand , even when
International Publication No. WO 2015/008859, when the
the temperature is lowered to about 90 ° C. at the pressure of heat generation reaction is insufficient in any of the heat
0.5 [atom ], the hydrogen concentration of PD is increased to generating element cells 16 , the probability of generating
excess heat may be low even in the case of trying to perform
about 0.65 [H /Pd] ( indicated by P3 in FIG . 4 ).
In the heat- generating element module 4a , when the 25 the temperature adjustment of the heat-generating element
excess heat is generated in the heat-generating element cell cell 16 , the supply controlof the hydrogen -based gas into the
16 , the heating units 32a , 32b , 32c lower the heating heat -generating element cell 16 , and the pressure control in
temperature of the hydrogen -based gas, and the heating unit the heat- generating element cell 16 .

44 lowers the heating temperature of the thermal fluid to
Thus, in the heat generating system 1, focusing on the
lower the temperature of the heat -generating element cell 16 , 30 heat -generating element cell 16 in which the heat generation
in accordance with the instruction from the module control

unit 3a to promote the heat generation reaction that occurred

reaction is occurring , the integrated control unit 2 , while

controlling the proper heat generation which may cause the

in the heat- generating element cell 16. The heat-generating heat generation reaction in the heat- generating element cell
element module 4a adjusts a gas suction amount from the 16 of the heat-generating element module 4b that is not
gas recovery nozzle 41 in accordance with the instruction 35 generating excess heat, for example , further controls an
from themodule control unit 3a to increase a pressure in the excess heat output of the heat-generating element cell 16 of
heat- generating element cell 16. Thus, the heat-generating the heat-generating element module 4a that is generating
element module 4a increases the hydrogen storage amount excess heat by performing temperature adjustment of the
of the hydrogen storage metal or the hydrogen storage alloy heat- generating element cell 16 , supply control of the hydro
in the heat-generating element cell 16 to further easily cause 40 gen -based gas into the heat- generating element cell 16 , or
the heat generation reaction in the heat-generating element pressure control in the heat- generating element cell 16 in
cell 16 that is generating excess heat, thereby increasing and addition to the heat generation control, to increase the
maintaining the excess heat output from the heat-generating number of heat generation reaction positions in the heat
element cell 16 .
generating element cell 16 that is generating excess heat to
Note that when Ni is used as the hydrogen storage metal, 45 thereby further increase and maintain the excess heatoutput.
a hydrogen concentration of Ni is increased as the tempera
Thus, the heat generating system 1 of the present inven
ture is increased without changing the pressure. Contrary to tion controls the excess heat output of the heat- generating
Pd , the heating units 32a , 32b , 32c increase the heating element cells 16 that are generating excess heat by the heat
temperature of the hydrogen -based gas, and the heating unit generation reaction among the plurality of heat- generating
44 increases the heating temperature of the thermal fluid to 50 element cells 16 , by increasing the number of heat genera
increase the temperature of the heat-generating element cell tion reaction positions, and therefore even if the other
16 , so that the hydrogen storage amount of the hydrogen heat- generating element cells 16 do not generate excess heat
storage metal in the heat- generating element cell 16 is due to insufficient heat generation reaction , the heat-gener
increase to promote the heat generation reaction in the ating element cells 16 in which the heat generation reaction
heat- generating element cell 16 .
55 is certainly occurring can compensate for insufficient
(4 ) Operation and Effect
amount of heat to be recovered , thereby capable of stably
In the above configuration , the heat generating system 1 obtaining heat using the heat-generating element cells 16
according to the present invention includes the plurality of each of which generates heat using the hydrogen storage
heat-generating element cells 16 each of which generates metal or the hydrogen storage alloy.
excess heat using the hydrogen storage metal or the hydro- 60 In the heat generating system 1 in the present embodi
gen storage alloy when hydrogen -based gas contributing to ment, each of the heat- generating element cells 16 is pro
heat generation is supplied into a container, and further vided with a plurality of thermoelectric conversion elements
includes the integrated control unit 2 that controls the heat 37, 38 , 39 that measure the temperatures of respective
generation by each of the heat-generating element cells 16 positions on the container outer wall of the heat- generating
by heating each of the heat-generating element cells 16 and 65 element cell 16. In the heat generating system 1, the tem
supplying the hydrogen -based gas into each of the heat perature distribution of each of the heat-generating element
generating element cells 16 .
cells 16 is specified based on the measurement results
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obtained from the thermoelectric conversion elements 37 ,
38 , 39 , and the integrated control unit 2 determines whether
each of the heat-generating element cells 16 generates
excess heat based on the temperature distribution .
The integrated control unit 2 can specify the heat -gener- 5
ating element cells 16 in which the heat generation reaction
is occurring , among the plurality of heat-generating element
cells 16 , and certainly control the excess heat output of the
specified heat-generating element cells 16 that are generat
ing excess heat by performing temperature adjustment of the 10
heat- generating elementcell 16 , supply control of the hydro
gen -based gas into the heat - generating element cell 16 , or
pressure control in the heat -generating element cell 16 .
In the heat generating system 1 , each of the heat - gener
ating element cells 16 is provided with the gas supply 15
change unit 31 that changes a height position when the
hydrogen -based gas is supplied into the heat- generating
element cell 16 , to set a supply position of the hydrogen
based gas into the heat-generating element cell 16 that is
generating excess heat at a position where the probability of 20
generating the heat generation reaction is high around the
excess heat generating position , or to set it at a position
around which the temperature is increased which is a sign of
the excess heat generation , to increase the number of heat
generation reaction positions in the heat-generating element 25
cell 16 that is generating excess heat to thereby further be
capable of increasing and maintaining the excess heat output
in the heat- generating element cell 16 that is generating
excess heat.
The integrated control unit 2 increases the flow velocity of 30
the thermal fluid that flows in contact with the container
outer wall of the heat - generating element cell 16 that is

trol in the heat-generating element cell 16 , thereby increas
ing and/or maintaining the excess heat output from the
heat- generating element cell 16 .
However, the present invention is not limited thereto . In
the heat generating system 1, when there are the heat
generating element cells 16 that are not generating excess
heat and the other heat- generating element cells 16 that are
generating excess heat, the excess heat outputs may be
controlled for the heat- generating element cells 16 that are
not generating excess heat if the probability of generating
the heat generation reaction is high in the heat-generating
element cells 16 that are not generating excess heat .
In this case , the heat generating system , while controlling
the proper heat generation to cause the heat generation
reaction in the heat - generating element cell 16 that is
generating excess heat, controls an excess heat output of the
other heat- generating element cell 16 that is not generating
excess heat by performing at least any of temperature
adjustment of the heat -generating element cell 16 , supply
control of the hydrogen -based gas into the heat -generating
element cell 16 , and pressure control in the heat-generating
element cell 16 in addition to the heat generation control,
thereby promoting the excess heat output from the heat
generating element cell 16 .
Even if some heat -generating element cells do not gen
erate excess heat due to insufficientheat generation reaction
among the plurality of heat- generating element cells , such a
heat generating system , as the excess heat output control,
tries to generate the heat generation reaction to the heat
generating element cells that are not generating excess heat
to promote the excess heat output, and further can control so
that the heat -generating element cells that are generating

thermal fluid that flows in contact with the container outer

recovered , thereby capable of stably obtaining heatusing the

generating excess heat so as to be faster than that of the

excess heat compensate for insufficient amount of heat be

wall of the other heat -generating element cell 16 that is not 35 heat- generating element cells each of which generates heat

generating excess heat to increase a recovery rate of heat using a hydrogen storage metal or a hydrogen storage alloy.
from the thermal fluid in the heat- generating element cell 16
(6 ) Temperature Measurement Unit ofOther Embodiment
that is generating excess heat. Thus , in the heat generating
The above- described embodiment describes a case in
system 1, even if the other heat-generating element cells 16 which the thermoelectric conversion elements 37 , 38 , 39
do not generate excess heat due to insufficient heat genera- 40 serving as the temperature measurement units are arranged
tion reaction , the heat-generating element cells 16 in which in an array form along the container outer wall of the
the heat generation reaction is certainly occurring can com
heat- generating element cell 16 , but the present invention is
pensate for insufficient amount of heat to be recovered , not limited thereto . The temperature measurement units may
thereby capable of stably obtaining heat using the heat be also arranged in an array form inside the container of the
generating element cells 16 each of which generates heat 45 heat- generating element cell 16. FIG . 6 is a diagram illus
using the hydrogen storage metal or the hydrogen storage trating a configuration in which temperature measurement
alloy.
units 51a , 51 , 510 , 51d are provided inside the container of
(5 ) Heat Generating System of Other Embodiment
the heat-generating element cell 16. All of the temperature
In the heat generating system 1 in the above -described measurement units 51a , 51b , 510 , 51d have the same con
embodiment, when there are the heat-generating element 50 figuration . For example , the temperature measurement unit
cells 16 that are not generating excess heat and the other 51a includes thermocouple elements 55a, 551, 55c , 55d that
heat- generating element cells 16 that are generating excess are arranged on a support 54 extending from an upper
heat, maintaining the excess heat output by increasing the portion to a lower portion of the heat -generating element cell
number of heat generation reaction positions of the heat
16 , and can measure the temperatures using the thermo
generating element cells 16 in which the heat generation 55 couple elements 55a , 55b , 550, 55d over a range from the
reaction is occurring can obtain the stable heat in the entire upper portion to the lower portion of the heat - generating
heat generating system 1 more certainly and easily than element cell 16. Note that an internal structure of the
generating the heat generation reaction in the heat-generat heat -generating element cell 16 in which the heat generation
ing element cells 16 that are not generating excess heat.
reaction occurs is the same as that of the above-described
Thus, in the above -described heat generating system 1, in 60 embodiment, and therefore the illustration and the like are
addition to the heat generation control for the heat- generat
omitted .
ing element cell 16 that is not generating excess heat, the
The temperature measurement units 51a , 51b , 510 , 51d
excess heat output of the other heat- generating element cell thus configured are arranged at equal intervals ,measures the
16 that is generating excess heat is controlled by performing temperature ofwhole interior of the heat-generating element
at least any of temperature adjustment of the heat- generating 65 cell 16 , and transmits the measurement result to the tem
element cell 16 , supply control of the hydrogen -based gas perature distribution analysis unit 24 of the module control
into the heat-generating element cell 16 , and pressure con
unit 3a (see FIG . 2). Thus, the temperature distribution
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analysis unit 24 specifies the temperature distribution in 64b ,640, 640 , 64e through a pipe 10 ; an electrolytic solution
each of the heat-generating element cells 16 based on the recovery unit 67 that recovers the electrolytic solution from
measurement result obtained from the temperature measure
each of the heat- generating element modules 64a , 64b, 64c ,
ment units 51a ,51b , 51c, 51d , and the integrated control unit 64d , 64e through a pipe 11 and feeds it to the electrolytic
2 determines whether each of the heat- generating element 5 solution supply unit 62 again ; a thermal fluid circulation unit
cells 16 generates excess heat based on the temperature 17 that is provided to each of the heat-generating element
distribution .
modules 64a, 640 , 640 , 64d , 64e ; an output recovery unit 9
Note that the heat -generating element cell 16 is provided that recovers the heat output from each of the heat-gener
with supply nozzles 52a, 52b , 520 , 52d that have different ating elementmodules 64a , 64b , 640, 640,64e through pipes
lengths, and supply ports of the supply nozzles 52a , 52b , 10 12a , 125, 12c , 120 , 12e, respectively ; and a gas recovery and
52c, 52d are determined in accordance with the positions of heavy and light water generation unit 69 .
the temperature measurement units 51a , 516 , 51c , 51d and
The electrolytic solution supply unit 62 adjusts a deute
the arrangement heights of the thermocouple elements 55a, rium concentration of the electrolytic solution in a storage
55b, 55c, 55d so that the hydrogen -based gas is supplied to tank (not illustrated ) or the electrolytic solution received
predetermined positions of the heat-generating element cell 15 from the electrolytic solution recovery unit 67 in accordance
16 in accordance with the temperature distribution obtained with an instruction from the integrated control unit 2 to feed
from the temperature measurement units 51a , 51b , 510 , 51d. the electrolytic solution after the deuterium concentration is
(7 ) Heat Generating System Using Heat-Generating Ele
adjusted to each of the heat-generating element modules
ment Cell in which Electrolytic Solution Is Used as Fluid 64a , 64b, 640, 640, 64e . In the heat-generating element
20 module 64a, peripheral equipment 65 performs amount
Contributing to Heat Generation
The above -described embodiment describes the heat
control of the electrolytic solution supplied to the heat
generating element cell in which the hydrogen -based gas is generating element cell 66 , pressure control in the heat
applied as a hydrogen -based fluid contributing to the heat generating element cell 66 , heating temperature control of
generation , but the present invention is not limited thereto . the heat - generating element cell 66 , and the like in accor
A heat -generating element cell using the electrolytic solution 25 dance with an instruction from the module control unit 63a ,
as the hydrogen -based fluid contributing to the heat genera
in order to control the heat generation so that excess heat is
tion may be applied .
generated in the heat- generating element cell 66 .
FIG . 7 is a diagram illustrating a heat generating system
Note that in the heat -generating elementcell 66 in each of
61 using the electrolytic solution as the hydrogen -based fluid the heat-generating element modules 64a , 64b , 640, 64d ,
contributing to the heat generation in which components 30 64e, the electrolytic solution is electrolyzed by electrodes in
corresponding to components in FIG . 1 are designated with the container, thereby generating deuterium gas and oxygen
the same reference numerals as those used in FIG . 1. A
gas (collectively simply referred to as generated gas ). The
heat-generating element cell 66 used in the heat generating gas recovery and heavy and light water generation unit 69
system 61 is a heat -generating element cell 66 that generates provided as a gas treating unit , in accordance with the
excess heatby the heat generation reaction disclosed in Non 35 instruction from the integrated control unit 2 , recovers the
Patent Literature 3 and Non Patent Literature 4 , and is

provided with a hydrogen storage metal such as Pd , Ni, Pt ,
and Ti, or a hydrogen storage alloy containing at least one
of these elements inside the container. The electrolytic
solution is supplied into the container and heated which 40

generated gas generated in the heat- generating element cell

66 to obtain electric power from the generated gas by a fuel
cell (not illustrated ), for example , and generates heavy water
or light water from the generated gas to feed it to the
electrolytic solution recovery unit 67 or the electrolytic
causes the heat generation reaction , thereby obtaining the solution supply unit 62 to reuse . Note that the gas recovery
excess heat.
and heavy and light water generation unit 69 may be
Note that the present embodiment describes a case in provided with catalyst, in this case, the catalyst is used to
which a heat-generating element cell disclosed in Non recover the heat from the generated gas and obtain heavy
Patent Literatures 3, 4 is used as the heat-generating element 45 water or light water from the generated gas, to feed them to
cell that generates excess heat using the hydrogen storage the electrolytic solution recovery unit 67 or the electrolytic
metal or the hydrogen storage alloy when the electrolytic solution supply unit 62 to reuse . At this time, electric power
solution contributing to the heat generation is supplied into and heat generated from the gas recovery and heavy and
the container , but the present invention is not limited thereto . lightwater generation unit 69 can be recovered by the output
If excess heat can be generated using the hydrogen storage 50 recovery unit 9 .
metal or the hydrogen storage alloy when the electrolytic
The peripheral equipment 65 provided to each of the
solution contributing to the heat generation is supplied into heat-generating elementmodules 64a , 64b , 640 , 640, 64e is
the container , any configuration disclosed in the other vari provided with a concentration adjustment unit that individu
ous Non Patent Literatures and Patent Literatures may be ally adjusts deuterium concentration of the electrolytic solu
used as the heat- generating element cell . The electrolytic 55 tion , to adjust the deuterium concentration of the electrolytic
solution used here is a deuterium -based electrolytic solution solution by each heat- generating element cell 66 .
As illustrated in FIG . 8 in which components correspond
that contains deuterium at a predetermined concentration
such as lithium deuteroxide (LiOD ), KOD , or NaOD , for ing to components in FIG . 2 are designated with the same
example .

reference numerals as those used in FIG . 2 , the module

In this case , as illustrated in FIG . 7 , a heat generating 60 control unit 63a includes ; an electrolytic solution supply

system 61 has a configuration in which the integrated control control unit 72 that transmits a control instruction to an
unit 2 is connected to :module control units 63a , 63b , 63c , electrolytic solution supply unit ( not illustrated ) provided in
63d , 63e that control heat- generating element modules 64a , the peripheral equipment 65 : an electrolytic solution tem
64b, 640, 640, 64e, respectively; an electrolytic solution perature control unit 73 that transmits the control instruction
supply unit 62 that supplies an electrolytic solution contrib- 65 to an electrolytic solution temperature adjustment unit (not
uting to heat generation of a heat-generating element cells illustrated ) provided in the peripheral equipment 65 ; and an
66 into each of the heat -generating element modules 64a , electrolytic voltage and current control unit 75 that transmits
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the control instruction to an electrolytic voltage and current
adjustment unit (not illustrated ) provided in the peripheral
equipment 65 , in which a heat-generating element state

unit 2 , the voltage or the current applied to the electrodes (an
anode and a cathode) provided in the heat -generating ele
ment cell 66 is higher than that in the heat generation control

evaluation unit 21 is connected to the electrolytic solution by the electrolytic voltage and current adjustment unit
supply control unit 72 , the electrolytic solution temperature 5 provided in the peripheral equipment 65 of each of the
control unit 73 , and the electrolytic voltage and current heat-generating elementmodules 64a ,64b , 640, 640 , 64e , to
control unit 75 .
increase an amount of the electrolytic solution to be elec
The heat-generating element state evaluation unit 21 trolyzed
, thereby capable of promoting the heat generation
evaluates the heat output state of the heat - generating ele reaction in the heat-generating element cell 66 .
ment cell 66 placed in the heat- generating element module 10 Thus, the heat generating system 61 of the present inven
64a based on the analysis results obtained from the tem tion controls the excess heat output of the heat- generating
perature distribution analysis unit 24, the generated gas type element cells 66 that are generating excess heat by the heat
specifying unit 25 , the output analysis unit 26 , the heat
medium flow velocity and temperature control unit 27 , and generation reaction among the plurality of heat-generating

the hydrogen storage amount estimation unit 28 , and trans- 15 element cells 66 , by increasing the number of heat genera

mits the evaluation result to the integrated control unit 2. The tion reaction positions, and therefore even if the other
heat- generating element state evaluation unit 21 receives the heat- generating element cells 66 do not generate excess heat
controlinstruction generated by the integrated control unit 2 due to insufficient heat generation reaction , the heat- gener
based on the evaluation result , and controls the heat-gener ating element cells 66 in which the heat generation reaction
ating element module 64a through the electrolytic solution 20 is certainly occurring can compensate for insufficient
supply control unit 72 , the electrolytic solution temperature amount of heat to be recovered , thereby capable of stably
control unit 73, the heatmedium flow velocity and tempera obtaining heat using the heat- generating element cells 66
ture control unit 27 , and the electrolytic voltage and current each of which generates heat using the hydrogen storage
control unit 75 based on the control instruction .
metal or the hydrogen storage alloy .
Thus, in the heat generating system 61, focusing on the 25 Note the in the present embodiment, the output recovery
heat- generating element cell 66 in which the heat generation unit 9 , similarly to the above-described embodiment, recov
reaction is occurring , the integrated control unit 2 , while ers heat generated from the container outer wall of each of
controlling the proper heat generation which may cause the the heat-generating element cells 66 , and recovers heat from
heat generation reaction in the heat- generating element cell the electrolytic solution discharged from each heat -generat
66 of the heat- generating element module 64b that is not 30 ing element cell 66 and the generated gas discharged from
generating excess heat, for example , controls an excess heat each heat- generating element cell 66 (the generated gas
output of the heat- generating element cell 66 of the heat generated by the heat generation reaction ), thereby effi
generating element module 64a that is generating excess ciently recovering the heat obtained from each heat-gener
heat by performing temperature adjustment of the heat ating element cell 66. When thus recovering the heat gen
generating element cell 66, supply control of the electrolytic 35 erated from the container outer wall of each heat -generating
solution into the heat- generating element cell 66 , or elec element cell 66 , the output recovery unit 9 may recover the
trolytic solution voltage and current control in the heat heat from any one of the electrolytic solution discharged
generating element cell 66 in addition to the heat generation from each heat -generating element cell 66 and the generated
control, to increase the number of heat generation reaction gas discharged from each heat-generating element cell 66 .
positions in the heat-generating element cell 66 that is 40 In the heat generating system 61 of the other embodiment,
generating excess heat to thereby further increase and main
similarly to “ (5 ) Heat Generating System of Other Embodi
tain the excess heat output.
ment” , when there are the heat - generating element cells 66
Note that the supply control of the electrolytic solution that are not generating excess heat and the other heat
into the heat- generating element cell 66 by the integrated generating element cells 66 that are generating excess heat,
control unit 2 includes the individual concentration adjust- 45 the excess heat outputs may be controlled for the heat
ment of the electrolytic solution by the peripheral equipment generating element cells 66 that are not generating excess
65 of each of the heat- generating elementmodules 64a, 64b , heat if the probability of generating the heat generation
640, 64d , 64e in addition to the adjustment of an amount of reaction is high in the heat -generating element cells 66 that
the electrolytic solution supplied into the heat-generating are not generating excess heat.
element cell 66 by the peripheral equipment 65. The con- 50 In the heat -generating element cell 66 using the electro
centration of the electrolytic solution supplied into the lytic solution , similarly to the above-described “ (6 ) Tem
heat- generating element cell 66 is adjusted , and thereby the perature Measurement Unit of Other Embodiment” , the
deuterium concentration in the electrolytic solution becomes temperature measurement units 51a , 51b , 510 , 51d may be
high or an amount of the electrolytic solution to be supplied provided inside the container .
is increase , thereby capable ofpromoting the heat generation 55 ( 8 ) Others
Note that the above -described embodiment describes a
reaction in the heat-generating element cell 66 .
Similarly to the above -described embodiment, the tem
case in which a gas supply change unit 31 that changes a
perature adjustment of the heat- generating element cell 66 height position when the hydrogen -based gas is supplied
differs depending on the type of hydrogen storage metal or into the heat-generating element cell 16 is applied as a gas
hydrogen storage alloy provided in the heat-generating 60 supply change unit that changes a supply position when the
element cell 66 , but the heating temperature in the excess hydrogen -based gas is supplied into the heat-generating
heat output control is lowered than that in the heat genera
element cell, but the present invention is not limited thereto ,
tion control when Pd is used , for example , to increase the and may apply the gas supply change unit that changes the
hydrogen storage amount of Pd , thereby promoting the heat positions to various other positions such as a width -direc
generation reaction in the heat -generating element cell 66. 65 tional position when the hydrogen -based gas is supplied into
In the electrolytic voltage and current control in the the heat -generating element cell . In this case, the heat
heat-generating element cell 66 by the integrated control generating element cell 16 may be provided with a plurality
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of supply nozzles having supply ports that are arranged at

provided inside the container, or a heat-generating element

different positions in the heat-generating element cell 16 .
cell in which a powdery hydrogen storage metal or a
The above -described embodiment also describes a case in powdery hydrogen storage alloy is enclosed in the inside of
which one gas recovery nozzle 41 having a suction port at the container.
a predetermined position in the heat- generating element cell 5 The above - described embodiment describes a case in
16 is provided as a gas recovery nozzle, but the present which the inside of the container of the heat- generating
invention is not limited thereto , and may provide a plurality element cell is heated by heating the hydrogen -based gas or
of gas recovery nozzles having suction ports that are the electrolytic solution , but the present invention is not
arranged at different positions to suck the hydrogen -based limited thereto , may adjust the temperatures of the heat
gas at each height position in the heat- generating element 10 generating element cell using various other temperature
cell 16 and specify the generated gas type. For example , adjustment units such as a heating heater that are provided
when the heat- generating element cell 16 is provided with
in the inside or on the outer wall of the container of the
three nozzles of an upper recovery nozzle , a middle recovery heat- generating element cell.
nozzle, and a lower recovery nozzle suction ports of which
REFERENCE SIGNS LIST
differ in height position , the generated gas type specifying 15
unit 25 can specify the type of the generated gas generated
1 , 61 Heat generating system
at each height position in the heat-generating element cell
16 , and determine whether the heat generation reaction
2 Integrated control unit
occurs at each height position in the heat-generating element
9 Output recovery unit
cell 16 depending on whether a specific gas is generated by 20 16 , 66 Heat-generating element cell
the heat generation reaction . Note that the suction ports may
31 Gas supply change unit
be arranged in lateral positions that are orthogonal to the
37, 38 , 39 Thermoelectric conversion element ( Tempera
height positions , in addition to the height positions, in this
ture measurement unit )
case, the heat - generating element cell 16 may be provided
51a , 51b , 510 , 51d Temperature measurement unit
with a plurality of recovery nozzles having suction ports that 25 What is claimed is :
are arranged at different positions in a lateral direction .
1. A heat generating system , comprising :
In the above-described embodiment, the heat- generating
a plurality of heat-generating element cells, each ofwhich
element cells 16 , 66 may be provided with both of the
is configured to generate heat by hydrogen -based gas,
temperature measurement units 51a , 51b , 510, 51d and the
which contributes to heat generation , being supplied
thermoelectric conversion elements 37 , 38 , 39 so as to 30
therein , wherein each of the heat -generating element
measure the temperatures of the inside and outer wall of the
cells includes a container and either a hydrogen storage

container of each of the heat-generating elementcells 16 , 66 .
metal or a hydrogen storage alloy that is provided
inside the ntainer, and the hydrogen -based gas is
The above -described embodiment describes the heat gen
erating system 1 provided with the plurality of heat- gener
introduced to the container;
ating element cells 16 , but the present invention is not 35 an integrated control unit that performs a heat generation
limited thereto , and may be a heat generating system pro
process by heating each of the heat-generating element
vided with one heat- generating element cell 16. In this case ,
cells and supplying the hydrogen -based gas into each of
the heat generating system includes : the temperature mea
the heat-generating element cells, and makes an output
surement units ( the temperature measurement units 51a ,
recovery unit recover the heat output from each of the
51b , 510 , 51d and the thermoelectric conversion elements 40
heat- generating element cells ; and
37 , 38 , 39 ) that measure the temperatures of the inside
a heat-generating element state evaluation unit that evalu
and /or outer wall of the container of the heat -generating
ates a heat output state of each of the heat- generating
element cell 16 ; the gas supply control unit 22 that deter
element cells based on one of followings so that an
mines the supply position (for example, height position ,
evaluation result is created ;
lateral-directional position , and the like ) of the hydrogen- 45
i) an estimation result of a temperature distribution of
based gas to be supplied into the heat-generating element
each of the heat-generating element cells;
cell 16 based on the measurement results obtained from the
ii ) a specific result of a type of generated gas generated
temperature measurement units ; and the gas supply change
in each of the heat-generating element cells ;
unit 31 that changes the supply position of the hydrogen
based gas to be supplied into the heat- generating element 50

iii ) an estimation result of a hydrogen storage amount
of the hydrogen storage metal or the hydrogen stor
cell 16 to a supply position determined by the gas supply
age alloy in each of the heat - generating element
control unit 22 .
cells ;
In such a heat generating system , the supply position of
iv ) an output result of a heat recovered from the
hydrogen -based gas discharged from in each of the
the hydrogen -based gas to be supplied into the heat-gener
ating element cell 16 is properly changed in accordance with 55
heat-generating element cells ; and
a heat generation state of the heat -generating element cell 16
V ) an output result of a heat recovered from an outer
wall of the container of each of the heat- generating
that changes together with the elapse of time so that the
excess heat is output, thereby capable of stably obtaining
element cells ,
heat using the heat-generating element cell 16 that generates
wherein the integrated control unit determines whether or
heat using the hydrogen storage metal or the hydrogen 60
not each of the heat - generating element cells generates
storage alloy.
an excess heat based on the evaluation result of the
In the above-described embodiment, the heat- generating
heat- generating element state evaluation unit , and next
element cell that generates excess heat using the hydrogen
when one of the heat-generating element cells is deter
storage metal or the hydrogen storage alloy may be the
mined as not generating the excess heat, which is
heat- generating element cell 16 in which a heat-generating 65
defined as a non-excess heat cell, the integrated control
element formed in a predetermined shape such as cylindrical
unit continuously performs the heat generation process
net shape , cylindrical shape , and rod shape , for example is
to the non - excess heat cell , and
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when another of the heat- generating element cells is
determined as generating the excess heat, which is
defined as an excess heat cell, the integrated control
unit performs an excess heat output process to the
excess heat cell, thereby increasing and /or maintaining 5
the excess heat output from the excess heat cell wherein
the excess heat output process is selected from one of
follows:

a ) a temperature adjustment of the excess heat cell,
b ) a supply control of the hydrogen -based gas into the 10
excess heat cell, and
c ) a pressure control in the excess heat cell .
2. A heat generating system , comprising :
a plurality of heat-generating element cells, each of which 15
is configured to generate heat by hydrogen -based gas,
which contributes to heat generation , being supplied
therein , wherein each of the heat-generating element
cells includes a container and either a hydrogen storage
metal or a hydrogen storage alloy that is provided 20
inside the container, and the hydrogen -based gas is
introduced to the container;
an integra control unit that performs a heat generation
process by heating each of the heat -generating element
cells and supplying the hydrogen -based gas into each of 25
the heat -generating element cells , and makes an output
recovery unit recover the heat output from each of the
heat-generating element cells ; and
a heat- generating element state evaluation unit that evalu 30
ates a heat output state of each of the heat-generating
element cells based on one of followings so that an
evaluation result is created :
i) an estimation result of a temperature distribution of

24

3. A heat generating system , comprising :
a plurality of heat-generating element cells, each ofwhich
is configured to generate heat by an electrolytic solu
tion , which contributes to heat generation being sup
plied therein , wherein each of the heat - generating ele
ment cells includes a container and either a hydrogen
storage metal or a hydrogen storage alloy that is
provided inside the container, and the electrolytic solu
tion is introduced to the container;
an integrated control unit that performs a heat generation
process by heating each of the heat- generating element
cells and supplying the electrolytic solution into each of
the heat- generating element cells, and makes an output
recovery unit recover the heat output from each of the
heat- generating element cells; and
a heat- generating element state evaluation unit that evalu
ates a heat output state of each of the heat- generating
element cells based on one of followings so that an
evaluation result is created :
i) an estimation result of a temperature distribution of
each of the heat- generating element cells ;
ii ) a specific result of a type of generated gas generated
in each of the heat-generating element cells ;
iii) an estimation result of a hydrogen storage amount
of the hydrogen storage metal or the hydrogen stor
age alloy in each of the heat - generating element
cells ;

iv ) an output result of a heat recovered from the
electrolytic solution and /or the generated gas dis
charged from in each of the heat- generating element
cells ; and
v ) an output result of a heat recovered from an outer
wall of the container of each of the heat-generating
element cells ,
wherein the integrated control unit determines whether or
not each of the heat-generating element cells generates
an excess heat based on the evaluation result of the
heat - generating element state evaluation unit , and next

each of the heat-generating element cells ;
35
ii ) a specific result of a type of generated gas generated
in each of the heat-generating element cells ;
iii ) an estimation result of a hydrogen storage amount
of the hydrogen storage metal or the hydrogen stor
when one of the heat-generating element cells is deter
age alloy in each of the heat - generating element 40
mined as not generating the excess heat, which is

cells ;
defined as a non -excess heat cell, the integrated control
iv ) an output result of a heat recovered from the
unit continuously performs the heat generation process
hydrogen -based gas discharged from in each of the
to the non -excess heat cell, and
heat- generating element cells; and
when another of the heat- generating element cells is
v ) an output result of a heat recovered from an outer 45
determined as generating the excess heat, which is
wall of the container of each of the heat- generating
defined as an excess heat cell , the integrated control
unit performs an excess heat output process to the
element cells ,
wherein the integrated control unit determines whether or
excess heat cell, thereby increasing and /or maintaining
not each of the heat-generating element cells generates
the excess heatoutput from the excess heat cell wherein
an excess heat based on the evaluation result of the 50
the excess heat output process is selected from one of
follows:
heat- generating element state evaluation unit , and next
when one of the heat -generating element cells is deter
a ) a temperature adjustment of the excess heat cell ,
mined as generating the excess heat, which is defined
b ) a supply control of the electrolytic solution into the
as an excess heat cell, the integrated control unit
excess heat cell, and
continuously performs the heat generation process to 55 c ) an electrolytic voltage and current control in the excess

the excess heat cell , and

heat cell .

when another of the heat- generating element cells is
4. A heat generating system , comprising :
determined as not generating the excess heat, which is
a plurality of heat- generating element cells, each ofwhich
defined as a non -excess heat cell , the integrated control
is configured to generate heat by an electrolytic solu
unit to the non -excess heat cell, thereby promoting the 60
tion , which contributes to heat generation , being sup
excess heat output from the non -excess heat cell
wherein the excess heat output process is selected from
one of follows:
a ) a temperature adjustment of the non - excess heat cell ,
b ) a supply control of the hydrogen -based gas into the 65
non - excess heat cell, and
c ) a pressure control in the non - excess heat cell.

plied therein , wherein each of the heat - generating ele
ment cells includes a container and either a hydrogen
storage metal or a hydrogen storage alloy that is
provided inside the container, and the electrolytic solu
tion is introduced to the container;
an integrated control unit that performs a heat generation
process by heating each of the heat- generating element
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cells and supplying the electrolytic solution into each of
recovers heat from the hydrogen -based gas discharged
the heat -generating element cells , and makes an output
from an inside of each of the heat- generating element
cells .
recovery unit recover the heat output from each of the
7. The heat generating system according to claim 3 ,
heat-generating element cells ; and
a heat-generating element state evaluation unit that evalu- 5 further comprising :
ates a heat output state of each of the heat-generating
a circulating passage provided to be wound around an
element cells based on one of followings so that an
outer wall of the container of each of the heat- gener
evaluation result is created :
ating element cells , the circulating passage configured
i) an estimation result of a temperature distribution of
to flow a thermal fluid , wherein
10
the output recovery unit recovers heat generated from the
each of the heat- generating element cells ;
ii) a specific result of a type of generated gas generated
in each of the heat-generating element cells ;
iii) an estimation result of a hydrogen storage amount
of the hydrogen storage metal or the hydrogen stor

age alloy in each of the heat-generating element 15
cells ;

outer wall of the container of each of the heat-gener
ating element cells through the thermal fluid , and
recovers heat from the electrolytic solution and /or
generated gas discharged from an inside of the each of

the heat-generating element cells .
8. The heat generating system according to claim 1,
further comprising:
a plurality of temperature measurement units that
arranged in an array form along an outer wall of the
container of each of the heat -generating element cells ,

iv ) an output result of a heat recovered from the
electrolytic solution and/or the generated gas dis
charged from in each of the heat- generating element
20
cells; and
v ) an output result of a heat recovered from an outer
and the temperature measurement units measuring tem
wall of the container of each of the heat- generating
peratures of at different positions on each of the heat
generating element cells , wherein
element cells,
wherein the integrated control unit determines whether or
the heat- generating element state evaluation unit evalu
not each of the heat-generating element cells generates 25
ates the heat output state of each of the heat - generating
element cells based on the estimation result of the
an excess heat based on the evaluation result of the
heat- generating element state evaluation unit, and next
temperature distribution, and
when one of the heat-generating element cells is deter
the temperature distribution is obtained from the tempera
mined as generating the excess heat, which is defined
tures at differentpositions, which are measured with the
as an excess heat cell, the integrated control unit 30
temperature measurement units .
continuously performs the heat generation process to
9. The heat generating system according to claim 1,
wherein
the excess heat cell, and
when another of the heat- generating element cells is
each ofthe heat- generating element cells is provided with
determined as not generating the excess heat, which is
a hydrogen storage amount estimation unit that esti
defined as a non -excess heat cell , the integrated control 35
mates a hydrogen storage amount of the hydrogen
unit performs an excess heat output process to the
storage metal or the hydrogen storage alloy in the
non - excess heat cell , thereby promoting the excess heat
heat- generating element cell , and
output from the non -excess heat cell wherein the excess
the integrated control unit determines whether each of the
heat output process is selected from one of follows:
heat- generating element cells generates the excess heat
a ) a temperature adjustment of the non-excess heat cell, 40
based on an estimation result from the hydrogen stor
b ) a supply control of the electrolytic solution into the
age amount estimation unit.
10. The heat generating system according to claim 1 ,
non -excess heat cell , and
c ) an electrolytic voltage and current control in the further comprising:
non -excess heat cell.
a circulating passage provided to be wound around an
5. The heat generating system according to claim 1, 45
outer wall of the container of each of the heat- gener

further comprising:
a plurality of supply nozzles having a supply ports that are
arranged at different positions in each of the heat
generating element cells ; and

a gas supply change unit provided to each of the supply 50
nozzles that changes a supply position of thehydrogen
based gas when the hydrogen -based gas is supplied into
each of the heat- generating element cells , wherein
the integrated control unit makes the gas supply change
unit change the supply position of the hydrogen -based 55
gas to be supplied into each of the heat- generating
element cells when performing the excess heat output
process.
6. The heat generating system according to claim 1,
60
further comprising:
a circulating passage provided to be wound around an
outer wall of the container of each of the heat-gener

ating element cells, the circulating passage configured

to flow a thermal fluid , wherein

the output recovery unit recovers heat generated from the 65
outer wall of the container of each of the heat- gener
ating element cells through the thermal fluid , and

ating element cells , the circulating passage configured
the container of each of the heat- generating element
to flow a thermal fluid in contact with the outer wall of

cells, and

a thermal fluid circulation unit circulates the thermal fluid
flows through the circulating passage , and recovers
heat generated from each of the heat- generating ele
ment cells through the thermal fluid , wherein
the integrated control unit increases a flow velocity of the

thermal fluid that flows in contact with the outer wall of
the container of the heat excess cell so as to be faster
than that of the thermal fluid that flows in contact with
the outer wall of the container of the non - excess heat

cell to increase a recovery rate ofheat from the thermal
fluid in the excess heat cell.
11. A heat generating system , comprising:
a heat- generating element cell that generates heat using a
hydrogen storage metal or a hydrogen storage alloy
when hydrogen -based gas contributing to heat genera
tion is supplied into the heat- generating element cell ;
a temperature measurement unit that is provided to the
heat- generating element cell, and measures tempera
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tures of an inside and/or an outer wall of a container of

the heat- generating element cell ;
a gas supply control unit that determines a supply position
of the hydrogen -based gas to be supplied into the

heat- generating element cell based on a measurement 5
result obtained from the temperaturemeasurement unit;
a plurality of supply nozzles having a supply ports that are
arranged at different positions in the heat-generating
element cell; and
a gas supply change unit provided to each of the supply 10
nozzles that changes a supply position of the hydrogen
based gas to be supplied into the heat generating
element cell to a supply position determined by the gas
supply control unit ,
wherein an excess heat generating position at which 15
excess heat is generated in the heat-generating element
cell is specified based on the measurement result
obtained from the temperature measurement unit, and it
is determined that a supply position of the hydrogen

based gas is supplied around the excess heat generating 20
position in the heat- generating element cell .
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